Macrosc opic velocity gradient s are featured in calculati ons of several different line source function s for a model multi-lev el atom in non-LTE . The physical processe s giving rise to these source function s, and their correspo nding line profiles, are discusse d in detail. In particula r, three quite distinct coupling mechani sms between the various levels in the atom are consider ed and the results so obtained enable an easy interpret ation of non-LTE line source function s to be made for any multilevel atom.
Introdu ction
In recent years, the detectio n of large differen tial macros copic motion s in many stellar atmosp heres (e.g. those of the classica l Cephei ds, Wolf-R ayet stars and OB supergi ants) has emphas ized the need to include the effects of velocity gradien ts in radiativ e transfe r analyse s of stellar spectra l lines. In such analyse s, a knowle dge of the behavio ur of the velocity -depend ent line source functio n is essentia l for a full qualitat ive underst anding of the process es which govern spectra l line formati on. At present , work on velocity -depend ent source functio ns has been restrict ed to simple two-lev el atom problem s. For exampl e, Humm er and Rybick i (1966, 1968) , Humm er and Stewar t (1966) , Kuland er (1967 Kuland er ( , 1968 and Rees (1970) have made two-lev el atom calcula tions involvi ng model one-dim ensiona l macros copic velocity gradien ts, while Cannon and Rees (1971) have general ized these results to multi-d imensio nal situatio ns.
The analysi s of line spectra , based on model atoms having just two levels, can introdu ce large errors in the calcula ted radiatio n field through the neglect of the couplin g effects (brough t about either through radiativ e or collisio nal events) betwee n transiti ons from other levels and the atomic energy levels which give rise to a particu lar spectra l line. For exampl e, in a simple three-le vel atom consist ing of the ground state (level 1) and two collisio nally coupled upper levels (levels 2 and 3), it is possibl e for photon s in one line to convert , via atomic -electro n collisio nal events, to photon s in the other line. In a typical situatio n, a 3-1 photon absorpt ion may be followe d by a collisio nal de-exci tation from level 3 to level 2. Radiati ve de-exci tation would then yield a 2-1 photon . Any opacity differen ces betwee n the 2-1 and 3-1 transiti ons would therefo re result in a photon -loss mechan ism for the radiatio n in one line and a photon -trappi ng mechan ism for the radiatio n in the other. These effects will ob~ious ly be accentu ated by the presenc e of velocity gradien ts. It is not surprisi ng then, that the importa nce of multi-le vel atom analyse s has been well appreci ated recently , as demon strated by numero us works on multi-le vel atom line source functio ns (e.g. Avrett and Kalkof en 1968; Finn and Jefferie s 1968) . Howev er, these studies have been restrict ed to static one-dim ensiona l atmosp heric models .
The aim of the present paper is to examin e in detail the effects of velocity gradien ts on line source functio ns for a model multi-le vel atom. To do this, three cases of differen t couplin g mechan isms betwee n the various levels of a three-le vel atom are examin ed. This involve s three detailed case studies which togethe r form a substructu re from which a better qualitat ive underst anding of more comple x multi-le vel atom situatio ns may be obtaine d. In order to isolate the import ant physica l effects of velocity gradien ts on the transfe r of radiatio n in such situatio ns, we conside r both semi-in finite and finite-la yer one-dim ensiona l isother mal atmosp heres in complete redistri bution. Typical stellar atmosp heric values of the pertine nt parame ters are used, and these reveal some insight into more physica lly realistic situatio ns.
Formul ation of Multi-l evel Atom Problem
The equatio n of transfe r specify ing the interac tion of spectra l line radiatio n in a given atomic transiti on (referre d to here as U-L) with a one-dim ensiona l atmosp here may be written in the form JloluL(z , Jl, v) 
where a frequen cy-inde penden t source functio n has been assume d and, in the usual notatio n, IuL(z,Jl , v) is the specific intensit y of radiatio n of frequen cy v at depth z, propag ating at an angle () = cos-1 Jl to the outwar d normal to the surface . The absorpt ion coeffici ent at line centre is given by "0' while SUL is the source functio n in the U-L transiti on. If a macros copic velocity field V(z) is introdu ced normal to the atmosp heric surface then the normal ized absorpt ion profile ¢UL (Z,J l, v) , assumi ng Dopple r broade ning only, has the form
where both v and V are now measur ed in units of Dopple r width.
The specific ation of the source functio n SUL is rather more comple x. Cannon and Cram (1974) derive the two-lev el atom source functio n in the presenc e of a macroscopic velocity field. Their work may be general ized to a multi-le vel atom situatio n so that where and -* r /
In the above equatio ns Wu and WL are the statistic al weights of the upper and lower levels respecti vely, nL is the atomic popula tion of the lower level, Bv(Te) is the Planck function at the local electron temperature T e , and (1.UL = 2hv~L/C2. The quantity Q is the net rate of population of the lower level of the U-L transition due to levels other than U such that (z,jl,v)IKL(z,jl,v) .
Clearly, in a spectroscopically steady state, the Lagrangian derivative appearing in equation (5) vanishes and one then obtains the usual well-known non-LTE source function (see e.g. Thomas 1957) . The effect of this derivative term on a model twolevel atom source function is discussed in detail by Cannon and Cram (1974) , where it is shown that its neglect can lead to errors in some situations. The velocity fields used in the present work, however, are such that this derivative term is negligible and we therefore put it equal to zero. We consider a model three-level atom only, and study three distinct coupling mechanisms which together form a substructure for any multi-level atom analysis.
Case I: Collisionally Coupled Upper Levels
Fig. la illustrates the situation in which radiative and collisional transitions take place between levels 2 and 1 and between 3 and 1 but only collisional transitions are permitted between levels 2 and 3. Transitions of this type give rise to many spectral lines of interest in astrophysics, e.g. the D doublet of neutral sodium. The parameter 8 is the probability of photon destruction during a scattering event, while 11 is the coupling parameter as indicated. Equation (3) for the 3-1 transition gives
where
and PUL = exp(hvudkTe). The expression for S21 is of the same form as that for S31 due to the symmetry of the problem.
Case II: Collisionally Coupled Lower Levels
Case II, illustrated in Fig. Ib , involves radiative and collisional coupling between levels 3 and 1 and levels 3 and 2 but only collisional coupling between levels 2 and 1. This case represents, e.g. a simplified Call level structure, where the 1-3 transition is the K line and the 2-3 transition is anyone line of the i.r. triplet. Equation (3) yields
and 
= 21
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and Since, in each of the above three cases, each line source function is an explicit nonlinear function of the other line source function, an iterative procedure was employed and its convergence was tested by a two-fold process. First, the iterations were allowed to proceed until, at the Lth iteration, the following condition held
For a finite-layer atmospheric model, convergence was always very rapid, the condition (8) being satisfied after two iterations for all coupling cases. However, for the semi-infinite atmospheric model, the rate of convergence in case I (collisionally coupled upper levels) was found to be strongly dependent on Il and 1]. For Il ~ 1], the iterative procedure converged in six iterations to better than six significant figures. However, for Il < 1] and 1] large, the strong dependence between levels 3 and 2 resulted in a very slow convergence, e.g. in the case where Il = 10-4 and 1] = 10-1 reasonable convergence was only achieved after fifty iterations. For these latter cases the iterative procedure was accelerated by the use of a well-known relaxation procedure. Thus, if SjlL) is the approximation to the source function at the Lth iteration,
is a better approximation. A suitable choice of D(L) varied from case to case and was found to decrease the number of iterations by at least two-thirds (for further details, see e.g. Linsky 1968). However, in cases II and III, convergence was rapid, irrespective of the parameters Il and 1]. In both cases, convergence to better than five significant figures was achieved in eight and six iterations respectively without the need of the acceleration procedure.
Once the condition (8) was satisfied for both source functions, the next step was to test the accuracy to which the source functions satisfied the condition of statistical equilibrium for each level and depth point. This was necessary as the condition (8) alone is not a sufficient test of the convergence of the source function to the correct numerical value. If we let N~o be the total radiative rate out of level i, N~o the total collisional rate out of level i, N~l the total radiative rate into level i and Nfl the total collisional rate into level i then we can arbitrarily define the ratio Ri for level i by
Similarly, one may obtain Rj and R k • Theoretically, when the iterative procedure has converged, the value of R should be zero for all levels and depths. In case I for the semi-infinite atmospheric model, it was found that if the maximum value of R satisfied the condition IRmaxl < 0·005 (9) then the source function was accurate to within 3 % error for any level and depth point, while in cases II and III the same condition implied that the source function was accurate to within 2 % error. However, for the finite-layer atmospheric model, if the condition (9) is satisfied then the source functions for all coupling cases are accurate to within 1 % error. This fact, together with the very rapid convergence of the source functions for all coupling cases for a finite optically thin atmosphere, suggests that a two-level approximation for multi-level atom source functions is satisfactory in such atmospheres. Hence the results and discussion presented in the following two sections are restricted to the effects of velocity gradients in semi-infinite atmospheres. Extensive work on velocity-depen dent two-level atom source functions for a finite atmosphere can be found in Kulander (1971) .
Results
We define r to be the ratio of the line centre opacity in the weaker line to that in the stronger, and we refer to " as the mean optical depth of the stronger line. In all our calculations, the macroscopic velocity field has the form V('r) = 3cosn,,/20 for " < 10,
=0
,,~ 10.
This, in effect, is a blue shift of the surface regions of the atmosphere in the rest frame of the observer. As mentioned in Section 1, we are interested in isolating the important physical effects of macroscopic velocity gradients on multi-level atom non-LTE line source functions. We therefore assume an isothermal atmosphere so that the Planck function is constant with depth. In obtaining numerical solutions for the pertinent velocity-depen dent line source functions, J was calculated by the Feautrier (1964) technique (see e.g. Cannon 1972) using a three-point Gaussian quadrature over angle and a twelve-point Gaussian quadrature over frequency. The bandwidth, in Doppler widths, was chosen to be ( -3 . 1, + 4·8) which takes into account the shift in the absorption profile when the velocity is at its maximum of 3 Doppler widths. The number of optical grid points chosen was 32. The first depth step was" = 0·01 (in units of optical depth at line centre), with each subsequent step being twice the former until" = 5 ·12 was reached. The grid points were then increased in steps of 2· 0 optical depth until " = 25 ·12
and then doubled until'" 10 thermalization lengths was reached. The grid was made finer in the range 5 ~ " ~ 25 to take into account the effects of the discontinuity in the velocity gradient at " = 10.
Calculations of logeS/B) were made and the results were plotted against log" for both line source functions in each of the three coupling cases. Plots of logeS/B) against log "31 for both weak and strong line source functions are given in Fig. 2a for case I and Figs 2b and 2e for cases II and III. Generally, the effect of the velocity gradient is to increase the source functions in the moving region relative to their static counterparts. In case I, one notices that S31/B31 ~ S21/B21 holds beyond the point corresponding to "31 ~ (,.,r)-1 which represents the path length that a photon in one line travels on the average before converting into a photon in the other (Jefferies 1965) . Furthermore, S21/B21 > S31/B31 holds near the surface and, while log(S31/B31) decreases for optical depths "31 ~ 1·0, the value OflOg(S21/B21 ) remains reasonably constant. Essentially the same effects occur for case II.
For case III, plots of log(S21/B21) and 10g(S32/B32) against log "21 for two values of,., are given in Fig. 2e . Here we note the presence of a source function 'emission peak', that is, S21 > B 21 . The peak and effects of the velocity gradient are dependent on the coupling parameter 11. For 11 = 0 '1, the velocity gradient causes S21 to decrease below the static value whereas, for 11 = 0'01, the value of S21 is essentially above the static value in the moving region. For S32, the effect of the velocity field is to increase it above the static value in the moving region for both values of 11. This behaviour is discussed in more detail in Section 5. 
r=s=1.
4 Emergent line profiles were calculated for J.l = 1/~3 for all coupling cases using a technique due to Cannon (1971) . Two different quantities were determined. Firstly, the exact emergent line intensity I(Sv) was calculated by solving the equations of radiative transfer using the known values of the velocity-depen dent source function Sv. Secondly, an approximate value of the emergent line profile /(So) was computed by solving equation (I) but with the true velocity-depen dent source function Sv replaced by its static counterpart So. This static source function is obtained by solving equation (1), together with the pertinent source-functio n specifications, with V( -r) == O. The results are shown in Figs 3a-3d . In all cases, the value of [(So) differed appreciably from that of [(Sv), particularly near line centre where the error was as high as 100%. This, therefore, indicates that satisfactory emergent line profiles can only be obtained from the true velocity-depen dent source functions, not from their static counterparts. Unfortunately , the use of the true velocity-depen dent source functions requires significantly more computer time for solution.
The emergent line profiles for cases I and II, shown in Figs 3a and 3b, exhibit a shift to the blue as expected. In particular, 131 (Sy) exhibits a slight emission core. The emergent line intensities for case III are shown in Figs 3c and 3d for '1 = 0·1 and '1 = O· 01 respectively. The emission peak in the emergent profile above the continuum is a direct result of the 'emission peak' in the source function (see Fig. 2c ). This reflects the fact that the source function is essentially mapped onto the emergent line profile. In a stationary atmosphere, the emergent line profile would be doubly peaked symmetrically about line centre, whereas the introduction of a velocity gradient will generally decrease the magnitude of one of these peaks.
Discussion
For cases I and II, the behaviour of the strong and weak line source functions, particularly beyond 1:31 ~ ('1r)-l, is not unexpected in view of work by Jefferies (1965) , Avrett (1966) and Avrett and Kalkofen (1968) . Also, for these two cases, the increase in the values of the velocity-dependent source functions above the static values in the moving region is in keeping with the reasoning outlined by Hummer and Rybicki (1966, 1968) , Hummer and Stewart (1966) , Kulander (1967 Kulander ( , 1968 , Rees (1970) and Cannon and Rees (1971) on the interpretation of two-level atom velocitydependent line source functions. However, in case III, the behaviour of the source functions is different in that the velocity gradient does not always increase the source function above the static value in the moving region. This phenomenon introduces interesting ramifications on line formation interpretation and thus shall be discussed here in detail.
Unlike the pairs of line source functions in the previous two coupling cases, the functions S21/B21 and S32/B32 in case III are never equal above the thermalization depth. This is understandable because photon conversion, which tends to equate the strong and weak line source functions, is absent here simply owing to the structure of the three-level atom. From Fig. 2c we note that S21 can rise above the Planck function while S32 always remains below it. This multi-level effect has been noted elsewhere in the literature also in connection with static atmospheres (see e.g. Cuny 1965; A vrett and Kalkofen 1968) and may be explained in terms of the processes which govern the population of the levels. Deep in the atmosphere (1: > e -1) LTE conditions prevail, and hence S21/B21 = S32/B32 = 1. As we move towards the surface, 3-2 spontaneous de-excitations begin to depopulate level 3 and over-populate level 2 so that n3/n2
where n* refers to the LTE population. However, as collisions are still effective in maintaining equilibrium between levels 1 and 3 such that
giving rise to the line source function 'emission peak'. At small optical depths, 2-1 photon escape to the surface decreases the popUlation of level 2 until eventually S21 < B 21 . This has the reverse effect of slightly increasing the value of S32 at these depths. If the collisional coupling between levels 2 and 3 is increased, the depopulation of level 3 and overpopulation of level 2 is decreased and the consequent line source function 'emission peak' should be less marked. However, the ability of this increased coupling to reduce the magnitude of the 'emission peak' is counterbalanced within a distance (1]r) -1 of the surface since photons in the 3-2 transition will, on the average, be lost to the atmosphere before undergoing a 3-2 collisional event. Thus the 'emission peak' in S21 moves towards the surface for increased 3-2 collisional coupling, and so closer to 't" 21 :::; 1, as can be seen in Fig. 2c for 1] = O· 1.
The introduction of the velocity field shifts the absorption profile in regions near the surface of the atmosphere away from line centre so that core and near-core photons are able to escape more readily than otherwise. Furthermore, since the velocity represents a blue shift of the absorption profile in the rest frame of the observer, red wing radiation from deep within the atmosphere can also escape to the surface more readily. However, blue wing radiation emitted from deep down will experience increased absorption and subsequent trapping. These effects compete against one another. For 1] = 0 '1, the core and red wing radiation loss dominate over the blue wing radiation trapping and thus the velocity-dependent line source function S21 decreases below its static value in the moving region.
For 1] = 0'01, the 'emission peak', as explained above, exists deeper in the atmosphere. The consequent excess radiation (over that for 1] = 0'1) from these depths reaching the moving region will be mainly wing radiation so that blue wing trapping will now dominate over core and red wing radiation loss. This will result in the velocity-dependent line source function S21 being greater near the surface than its static counterpart. The subsequent behaviour of S32 is therefore not unexpected.
Conclusions
The effects of macroscopic velocity gradients on line source functions for a model three-level atom in non-LTE have been considered in some detail. Three distinct mechanisms coupling the various levels of the atom have been studied and from these it is possible to infer the results for more complicated model atom structures. The analysis of the first two cases (cases I and II), consisting of collisionally coupled upper levels and collisionally coupled lower levels, produced results not unexpected in view of previous analyses of static source functions for a model two-level atom. However, case III, in which the upper and lower levels of the model atom were coupled only collisionally, yielded line source functions with properties very much dependent on the chosen parameters of the atom and on the atomic transition in question. The subsequent effect on the emergent line profile was found to be considerable. This highlights the need for care in performing a radiative transfer analysis of differentially moving media. Not only the velocity gradient but the contribution from other levels to the radiation field in a given transition (either through radiative or collisional events) must be considered. In particular, the exact velocity-dependent non-LTE line source function, as opposed to the static value, must be determined if adequate emergent line profiles are to be obtained.
